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1883

believe I interpret the will
of the Congress and of the people when I assert that we will not only defend ourselves
to me uttermost, but will make very certain that this form of treachery shall never endanger us again."
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Dec. 8, 1941, one day after Japanese military forces attacked Pearl Harbor

Wooster New program hasi science majors teaching
this
Week
Leah Koontz
Chief Staff Writer

Director of the Grant from the

An innovative program is

HHMI, said the $800,000 received
from HHMI was to support four programmatic components: broadening
access to science, faculty development, curriculum development and
outreach.
Broadening access includes funds
for travel and supplies for student
research opportunities and a career
symposium, while the faculty component supports the new neurobiology
position in the biology department
held by Dr. Catherine Fenster.
The curriculum segment focuses
on the integration of research into
teaching laboratories with a focus on
developing the neuroscience curriculum, and outreach includes the
Wooster Science Education Center
(WSEC).
The Partnerships in
Science Committee, summer work

tak-

ing student science majors
out of the lecture hall and

into grade school classrooms
to actively use their skills.

The College of Wooster natural
science majors are participating in a
new program called the Teacher-Schol- ar
Program (TSP), an initiative
supported by the Expanding
Connections in Science Education
Project and funded by a grant from
the Howard
Hughes Medical
Institute (HHMI) and the College.
TSP's purpose is to strengthen K-science education in Ashland,
Holmes and Wayne Counties.
Dr.
Amburgey-Peter- s,
Judy
12

K-- 12

in-cla-

ulty mentors receive .05 credit per
student supervised.
The program is designed to financially support five pairs of teachers
and students. This being the first
year, only four qualified students
applied, but many teachers applied.
Technically, there are four teacher-schol-ar
pairs, but Natalie Cope '07
splits her time between two teachers
at the same school.
Karen Skubik assumed the position
of Director of WSEC in April of
2005. Skubik said, "I was interested
in this position due to my background in science and my volunteer
experience in the local elementary
schools.
"With the teachers' needing to
implement the new state science
standards, a need for expanded
See "TSP," page
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medication to help patients
with cognitive deficits. See

,

i

lecture on schizophrenia
discusses an innovative new

A

shops and the TSP all fall under
WSEC.
The proposal writing process
began in the summer of 2003 and
President Hales, Vice President of
Academic Affairs Iain Crawford,
Dean of Faculty Shila Garg and
Associate Professor of Geology Lori
Bettison-Varg- a,
who is also associate
dean of research and sponsored programs, supported the initiative,
along with faculty representatives'
from the biology, chemistry and psychology departments.
In the TSP,
science teachers
supervise Wooster students during
39 hours of ss
time. The TSP ,
also contributes $500 to help each
teacher and scholar pair create a
novel hands-o- n
activity for science
instruction. Students receive 1 credit
for participating in the TSP and fac- -
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Frederico debate the merits of
political correctness on page

.

Alex',Cacioppo and Brian
)UTr:r-n- -

1

"We had a lot of people who hadn't debated
before do amazingly well. I can't be prouder. I

know everybody was really excited with how it
turned out."
.

Chief Staff Writer Leah Koontz
writes her senior larewell" edi-

Mike
2005-0- 6

Seepages

torial.

Moot Court

Broda '06
Co-capta-

in

VAl

I

schools came this year including
cated, talented teacher and the Moot
Ohio Wesleyan for the first time, Court program owes a lot to him."
Denison for the first time and
In addition to Broda and Fischer,
Eastern Illinois University all for Wooster students Jeff Kaatz '08 and
the first time."
Meghan Cameron received second
Randolph-Maco- n
College was also place and the teams of Anne Leigh
a participant in the weekend tournaSchott 07 and Natalie
ment, with three teams that made it Miller '06 and Margaux Day '06
past the preliminary rounds to the were semifinalists. Elizabeth Weiss
round of sixteen.
'06 received the award of Best
Weaver said, of the schools particOrator.
ipating in the tournament "I think
Day, who is another one of
they ended up being disappointed
Wooster's
said of Weiss:
with their performance, however."
"She's never done Moot Court before
Weaver says Wooster is relatively and she got the top score on the first
new to the American Collegiate
day. It just goes to show that you can
Moot Court Association, which is jump in and put some hard work into
based out of Arlington, Texas.
it. So she did really well."
Additionally, the region is not as
Wooster's program is about ten
Charles Fischer '06 (left) and Mike Broda '06 (right) won first established as others in the country. years old. The College used to com"We're one of the younger regions pete at a regional competition at the
place at the Moot Court Midwest Regional Tournament
in the country, and so one of my jobs
University of Akron which Weaver
(Photo courtesy of Henry Kreuzman).
as tournament director is to try to says was cancelled about five years
grow the tournament," said Weaver.
ago. He began looking for other
everybody," said Broda, who is one of
The tournament spanned over two opportunities following the end of
Liz Miller
Moot Court
three 2005-0- 6
days. Teams had to argue both the
that tournament. "We've been comAssistant News Editor
"The team was very deep this petitionary and responding sides of peting in the American Collegiate
The College of Wooster's Moot year. We had a lot of people who the case. In the third round, a coin is Moot Court Asssociation ACMA
Court team made a strong showing
hadn't debated before do amazingly flipped and the winner gets to pick a for four years now. We're relatively
at this year's Midwest Regional
well. I can't be prouder. I know side to argue. All the teams argue new to this national organization."
Tournament.
everybody was really excited with both sides of the argument through
In Moot Court competitions teams
Held from Friday, Dec. 2 through how it turned out."
the first day. The top 16 teams are receive a hypothetical case, someDec. 3 at the College of Wooster, the
Five schools participated in the selected to participate the second day, times modeled after actual court
College boasted 13 of the 16 teams Midwest Regional
which is a
elimination. cases, prepare responses as counsel
Competition,
that made it past the preliminary
yielding 27 teams for a total of 54 After the first round, the teams are or advocates on both sides of the
rounds, sweeping the awards from participants.
all considered trophy teams and issue.
the quarterfinals all the way through
Professor of Political ' Science receive awards.
This year's case, City of Knerr v.
first place.
Fischer attributed his success to DeNolf, involved a clergyman that
Mark Weaver, who directs the
The team of Mike Broda '06 and Midwest Regional Tournament and Weaver, who he said is "a very dedi
See "Moot," page 2
Charles Fischer '06 won first place.
also coaches the Wooster team, said,
"It was. ..this huge success for "I was very pleased that several new
'07-Stev- en

r

single-eliminati-

on

co-capta- ins,

Features

editor

Melissa
Simmelink visits The Pine Tree
Bam for a taste of the holidays. See page 5..
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co-capta- ins.
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What music do you study to

during finals week? Voice
staffers give you some ideas
on

page

6.
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Shabad Thadani wraps up
the Wooster fall sports season. Relive the wins and the
losses on page 8.

one-on-o- ne

New medical breaks
for schizophrenia
Emily Alward
Voice Staff Writer
Dr. Raquelle Mesholam-Gatel- y
of
Harvard Medical School presented her
lecture, "Enhancing Cognition ' in
Schizophrenia: The MATRICSTURNS
Initiative,"
in Severance Hall on
Monday, Dec. 5.
A
full
time

instructor
of
Harvard Medical

News

Psychiatry

Viewpoints

School, Mesholam-Gatel- y
is also the
Director of Neuropsychology for the
Commonwealth Research Center at
the Massachusetts Mental Health
Center Division of Public Psychiatry
in the Department of Psychiatry at
Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical
Center. She received her PhD from
Drexel
University in Clinical
Psychology with an emphasis in
Neuropsychology.
She opened the lecture by discussing her research group at
Harvard Medical. She noted that
while there are medicines to aid the

Features
Arts

Sports
MEMBER
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O

ASSOCIATED
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PRESS
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Pearl Harbor, 64 years previous

at

positive, negative and affective symptoms of schizophrenia, the cognitive
deficits have been severely overlooked.
Positive symptoms of schizophrenia are those which add to the person's personality.
These include
delusions, hallucinations and disordered thinking and speech.
Negative symptoms refers to those
capabilities a person loses from his or
her personality. Some common negative symptoms are social withdrawal,
extreme apathy, lack of drive or initiative and emotional unresponsiveness.
Mesholam-Gatel- y
explained to the
audience that the goal of the
MATRICSTURNS initiative is to be
able to successfully improve the quality of life for people with schizophrenia in relation to the cognitive deficits
of the disease.
She noted that the disease affects
people in all countries of the world
and is thought to be either gcnetical-Se- e

Schizophrenia," page 2
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Wednesday, Dec. 7 marked the 64th anniversary of the day
that Japan bombed the Pearl Harbor naval base on the
island of Oahu, Hawaii. In two hours, Japan's 105 high-levbombers, 135
and 81 fighter aircraft
attacked and killed 2403 U.S. servicemen, destroyed 18
U.S.warships.and 188 aircraft.
With accordance from
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, U.S. Congress, declared
war on Japan the next day (AP photo).
el

dive-bombe-

rs,
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New meds beneficial to patients TSP leaves
campus

Wooster magazine
names Crosbie editor
Karol Crosbie has been named editor of the College's quarterly alumni
publication Wooster magazine.
Originally from Columbus, Ohio,
she obtained both her bachelor's and
master's degrees in journalism from
Iowa State. Before Wooster, she served
as associate editor of Iowa State
University's alumni magazine.
She will collaborate with predecessor Lisa Watts, who edited the magazine for six years, on the winter 2006
issue.

STATE

Planned Parenthood
challenges state law
against new pill
-

Ohio (AP)
Planned Parenthood
groups in Ohio are challenging a state
law that would put tight constraints on
the administration of Miepristone, or
6,
to induce abortions. The law
allows the drug to be administered only
at the
level of 600 milligrams and only during the first seven
RU-48-

FDA-approv- ed

weeks

of

pregnancy.

The law, which was supposed to go
into effect in 2004, was prevented from
being implemented by a preliminary
injunction issued by a US. District
judge.
The Preterm clinic of Cleveland,
two private practitioners, and three
regional Planned Parenthood groups
claim that the FDA regulations are
based on out of date science. Doctors
in other regions have administered the
drug up to nine weeks into pregnancy
at a reduced dosage level.
Attorney General Jim Petro's office
states that the law would protect citizens' health, as four deaths in the country have been linked with bloodstream
infections contracted by women who
used the drug. The US, Food and Drug
Administration approved the use of the
pill for nonsurgical abortions in 2000.

continued from p.

1

ly or biologically caused. According
to the National Mental Health
Association,
the disease affects
approximately one percent of the
world population.
In the United
States, about one in a hundred (or 2.5
million) Americans have the disease.
The age of onset is typically between
late teens and
Cognitive deficits are core features
of schizophrenia and are major determinants of social and occupational
stated
functioning. Mesholam-Gatel- y
that not only are these symptoms
present well before the illness manifests, but also they are independent of
clinical symptoms and are a key part
of the social disability.
These deficits have a larger influence on functional impairment when
compared to psychotic symptoms
alone.
Still, after five decades of modern
pharmacotherapy cognition, treating
this disease has not improved. Before
the MATRICSTURNS initiative
study, the FDA had not allowed any
claims to be made about a drug's
effects on cognitive deficits in schizophrenia.
is
That is why Mesholam-Gatel- y
working to "develop and standardize
a cognitive test battery that will be
used by the FDA to determine
whether a new medication should be
approved for enhancing cognition in
schizophrenia."
The TURNS drug is currently in
late phase II of testing. There are
three stages, that medications must
go through before being approved by
the FDA.
Late phase II simply means that the
drug has been proven safe, but has
not yet shown that it can improve the

enthusiastic
TSP
continued from p.

Dr.
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spoke on a new medication to help

Mesholam-Gatel- y

schizophrenic persons with cognitive deficits (Picture by Amy
Jo Stavnezer).

towards 4th, 5th and 6th grade
teachers and principals. Bettison
-- Varga taught the workshop on the
topic of "Teaching Earth and Space
Sciences." Future workshop topics
.

include physical sciences (2006), life
sciences (2007) and integratedinterdisciplinary units (2008).
cognition of people with this disease. someday soon there will be a combiCope has taught children about
It is, however, the first medicine pf nation of therapies provided to the devastating effects of pollution
its kind to be tested for this purpose.
patients suffering from the disease, on the global water supply when
Students agree that this research is including this new drug.
everyday chemicals are not disposed
important to the well-beiof people
These therapies would not only of properly. She has also taught lesliving with the disease.
assist schizophrenic persons with sons on monarch butterflies, weather
"I think it is great that researchers
their positive and negative symptoms,
and space.
are straying away from only aiding but their cognitive deficits as well.
Cope said, "My favorite aspect is
the positive symptoms of schizophreFinally, she stressed the importance
being with the students
they are
nia like delusions or hallucinations,
in awareness of schizophrenia.
so much fun and so interested in sciand focusing more on the cognitive
She stated that it is a devastating
ence, which is awesome. I wish I had
aspects of the disease,", commented
illness and more needs to be done to more time to spend there, but my
psychology major Jessica Ward '06.
improve the lives of people living class and work schedule doesn't
"Innovative research such as this is with the disease.
allow it."
going to be a key component in
To learn more about this disease go
Skubik expressed similar senti- - '
improving schizophrenic's and their to www.schizophrenia.com.
ments about the validity of the profamilies' lives",
gram, "My favorite aspect of the
1
In a personal interview, Mesholam-Gatel- y
additional reporting by Sara program is the feedback I get from
emphasized her hopes that
Taggart all the participants.
"Everyone is benefiting
the
scholars, teachers and elementary
students." said Skubik. "If I could
change just one thing about the pro- -,
gram, It might be expanding it s6"
more pairs could benefit."
Josephine
'06
Publisher's
"I
said,
ended
up
Author
learning
about
Income
more
Printing,
science from them the K-stuTaxes,
11
Editorial Costs
dents than actually teaching. I can
Administrative
32
tell you the various classifications of
i
Costs
a single leaf, its vein patterns and
10
from which tree such a leaf can be
found. I also know more about space
than ever before. For a 'teacher,' I
Bookstore
was truly a student at heart during
Salaries
Marketing
the entire process."
12
Costs
H
Vv
5th grade
15
classes investigated the flow of heat
transfer, and the media through
which heat transfers faster. They
Bookstore
Shipping
learned that heat transfers easier
Profit
1
through metals than through plastic
.
6
because metals are better conductors.
Bookstore
Publisher's
Emily Cunningham '07 helped
Operations
with
the Earth Processes Unit and
Profit
a lesson on Pore Spaces to
taught
6
7
discover how fast water filters
through different soil components.
Source: National Association of College Stores
She also led students in building
and observing a volcanic eruption
At least one student, however, have to pay extra for shipping with
baking soda and vinegar, and
reported a positive experience sellcharges.
helped the teacher and students learn
ing back her textbooks on campus.
Online booksellers have cut into how to research on the Internet
and
"I bought used books too at the
the Wilson Bookstore's sales, said use PowerPoint. .
beginning of the semester last Flack.
The only suggestion Cunningham
year," said Lauren Mogavero '08, "and
In the past, she said, students had for the TSP was,
"If the school is
I got 80 percent of my money back
would buy books on campus and use a certain length of time
away, conduring book buyback. My advice is them only until the book they sider
gas money reimbursement."
to buy used books if you can."
ordered online came in, at which
However, Cunningham said about
Numerous
online
sites, like point they would return the books the TSP overall,
"It has allowed me
Amazon.com and CampusBooks.com, bought on campusto the Wilson
to explore the world of being a scicompete for the Wilson Bookstore's
Bookstore.
ence teacher and is an experience
share of book sales.
Flack added that the implementathat I can follow up on in the future
On Amazon, for example, buyers tion this year of a one-wereturn if I decide that I want to become a
and sellers of used books interact
policy
as opposed to the previous geology teacher."
directly with each other, cutting the two-wereturn policy
seems to
For further information on the
traditional college bookstore out of have reduced
the number of program, visit the WSEC Web site
at
the process. Buyers, meanwhile, only instances this has happened this year. http:wsec.wooster.edu.
ng

.

Textbook buyback is on its way
Erik Shilling

Where yourtextbook money goes

Editor-in-Chi-ef

Sasu-Tenkoram-

Federal air marshall
kills suspected
bomber in Miami
-

MIAMI (AP) A federal air marshal
shot and killed a passenger who
claimed to be in possession of a bomb
Wednesday when the suspect frantically exited from an airplane that was
. about to take off. No bomb was found.
Rigoberto Alpizar, a
US.
citizen from Maitland, was shot on a
runway just prior to the scheduled
departure of the American Airlines
flight to Orlando. He ran down the'aisle
of the Boeing 757, his arms flailing
wildly, while his wife attempted to
explain that he was mentally ill and had
not taken his medication.
The man indicated that he had a bomb
in his backpack but ran off the plane
when confronted by air marshals. He
was ordered to get down on the ground,
but he did not do so and was shot when
he appeared to reach into the bag.
According to Homeland Security
spokesperson Brian Doyle, it was the
first time an air marshal had shot at
anyone since the Sept. 1 1 attacks.
44-year- -old

WORLD

Iraqi kidnappers
extend deadline
-

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) The kidnappers of a group of four peace activists
extended the deadline of their threat to
kill the hostages from Thursday until
Saturday. Additionally, they posted a
video showing two of the captives
wearing robes and chains.
The group calling itself The Swords
of Righteousness announced the extension in a statement that accompanied
the video on Wednesday, according to
and Intelcenter, a government contractor that provides support
work for US. intelligence groups.
The hostages taken from Baghdad
two weeks ago include one British, one
American and two Canadians who
worked for the anti-w- ar
group the
Christian Peacemaker Teams. In total,
seven Westerners have been kidnapped
in Iraq since Nov. 25. The other three
captives are an American, a Frenchman,
and a German.

Every year many Wooster students resell their textbooks during
exam week each semester. This year
is no different, as staffers from a
company called Missouri
Book
Service will be on hand Tuesday
through Saturday next week to purchase student textbooks.
Books that Wooster faculty have
.
already requested for next semester
will be bought back at half their
retail value, up until the quota for
books needed is fulfilled. According
to Rogera Flack of the Wilson
Bookstore, although it varies from
year to year, most book buybacks are
atO percent of retail.
If books haven't been requested
for next semester by professors,
wholesalers purchase them at 35 percent of their retail
value.
Wholesalers can then distribute
textbooks to college bookstores
nationally.
The advent of the Internet in
recent years has led many students
to buy and sell books online at better
rates than what they might get
through the Wilson bookstore.
Scott Gray '06, said he no longer
sells books back on campus. "For the
two dollars I get here, I could get
five dollars online," Gray said.
Like Gray, other students agreed
that selling books back is not always
the best solution. "It's not a good
deal to sell back your books on campus," John Gibson '06 said, "but I
appreciate the extra money."
Gibson went on to say that while
he had heard of online book sales, he
had not yet gone that route.

Moot
continued from p.

1

requested permission from his city to
use a public park for his church's
annual Passion play. Though initial
permission was granted, the City
Council denied the approval because
of the establishment clause. The
clergyman, in turn, filed suit against
the city, which then found its way to
higher courts.
Students were asked to argue
responses to two questions resulting
from this case: first, if granting a
permit to the church would violate

aa
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Wooster moot court goes to ACMA

Al-Jaze- era

Compiled by Lixxy Druga

1

knowledge in science content was
evident in addition to the teacher's
ongoing desire for adding new
hands-o- n
activities to their syllabus."
Part of the TSP is a summer
workshop on a topic that is required
by the Ohio State Standards and that
teachers indicated they had trouble
teaching on a survey sent out last
winter.
This year's workshop, held from
Aug. 8 to Aug. 11, was geared

mid-thirti- es.

"

NATION

all parties

Schizophrenia

the establishment clause of the First
Amendment to the United States
Constitution, and second, if initially
denying the permit to the clergyman
and his church violated free speech
and free exercise clauses of the First
Amendment.
Weaver is in the process of selecting eight teams to attend the ACMA
National tournament in Arlington.
He said the director of the ACMA
expects over 80 teams from roughly
20 schools to attend the January
competition.
"Moot Court is much more popular
on the East Coast and in the
Southwest and West Coast than it is

in the Midwest," said Weaver. "We're
one of the weaker regions in terms of
schools that participate."
Patrick Henry (VA) and Holy
Cross (MA) are favorites, said
Weaver, as they have produced top
finishes in past years. Additionally,
he said, There will be a lot of good
Texas teams. They take this very
seriously."
Moot Court meets weekly on
Wednesdays. Though involvement in
Moot Court is limited in the spring
semester, as teams will be preparing
for nationals, interested students can
contact Weaver or one of the team
captains in the fall.

Spring Break 2006.
Travel with STS,

America's 1 Student
Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida.
Now hiring
reps. Call for group
discounts. Information
on-camp-

us

and Reservations
or
www.ststravel.com.
1-800-6-

48-4849
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basis.

The staff at the College deserves
recognition for their countless visible and invisible efforts. College of
Wooster staff is even hard at work

:

Excessive sensitivity hurts honest traditions

while students enjoy a month-lon- g
break so the College is ready when
students return for the spring
semester.
Many maintenance projects are
addressed: dorms are thoroughly
cleaned for the college students to
enjoy. It is fair to say that people who
work at the College take pride in
their jobs. We probably do not even
know all that goes on to keep this
college running smoothly.
However, it is about time we take
note and recognize all the energy
that it takes to keep the College alive
and well.
In addition to working hard hours,
the staff remains extremely friendly
to all. It is time that we say a special
thanks to everyone.
The--. thanks should not j ust extend1 f
a day or two but should be thought' of
often. It may be the season of goodwill but why shouldn't goodwill be
present in every season?
Thank you to all that keep the
College clean, warm, working and
our bellies full. Thank you for all that
you do.

Right to free speech
important to college
The Voice is supposed to serve as an
open forum for the College. The
College is supposed to be an institution that promotes free inquiry, critical thinking and to be an environment that is accepting of all voices
and opinion, no matter to whom they
belong.
At an academic institution such as
Wooster, it is inappropriate and unacceptable for any person, student, staff
member, or faculty member, to be
silenced.

When discrete and overt acts of
censorship take place, such as the
silencing of an entire working staff
from speaking to members of the
press simply because a body dislikes
what is said, it becomes difficult to
see free speech as being upheld by the

I

College.

When a faculty or staff member, or
even a student employee, is afraid to
voice an opinion because he or she
fears unfair chastisement, these opinions become muted.
Thus, they remain unspoken and
subsequently unknown. When these
matters spread to include those
affairs that are of importance to the
Wooster community, this censorship
is an act of injustice that hurts not
one, but all. The entire Wooster
community is negatively affected by
this blatant act of censorship.
If we as a college are encouraged
to broaden our minds, specifically by
listening to the opinions and needs of
others, how are we to do so when no
one is brave enough to speak? The

The Voice welcomes

letters to the editor

ail

C-S1-

1

Oil 44691

for fear

of

law-

suits. Even
here on campus
I am referred to
as a "first-yea- r"
because appar- -

ently

"fresh-

man" has some

brianfrederico

sort of negative
connotation.
Perhaps the most extreme case of PC
is the winter holiday issue and the
"De-Christmasi- ng"

of

In Boston, where
.a u cc muiudiiy.
it..
from Nova Scotia- and install it in the

America.

I live, we receive

called a Christmas tree. The White
House party is no longer called a
Christmas party, but a holiday party.
Yet at the same time it celebrates
Ramadan, the Muslim month of fasting, by means of its annual iftaar
dinner.
America is respectful of other religions and it recognizes and in some
cases celebrates them as well, but
inclusion of minority religions
shouldn't mean the exclusion of the
majority religion.
The ACLU and
League seem to be leading the way in
their censorship of a holiday celebrated by a majority of the country.
In Colorado they have threatened a
school with a lawsuit if it does not
Anti-Defamati-

.

on

.

87,

potential customers and inviting law"
suits.
Apparently the ACLU will not be
satisfied until it has turned America
into a gray blob society where everyone looks the same, talks the same
and practices the same religion, or at
least not Christianity in public places.
The first amendment of the Bill of
Rights states that "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof."
In this case however, the ACLU is "
prohibiting the free exercise of a tradition that, to many people, is more
than just a religious observance.
If Congress cannot pass laws
establishing a national religion or

restricting

,

"America is respectful
.

i .

of other religions and it
.

'

.

.

'

them as
Veil, but inclusion of minority relidoris should- ,
.
t
n t mean the exclusion of the majority religion."

officially this
called a "holiday
tree" when ail the
lignts, decorations
and the star on top are probably a
pretty good indication that it might,
in fact, be a Christmas tree.
But due to several pending lawsuits
from the ACLU it officially remains a
"holiday tree" despite objections from
many Boston residents, including its
Let's compare this to other religions and their public representation.
The Jewish group Chabad annually
erects large menorahs in Boston and
elsewhere celebrating Hanukkah.
There is no public movement to
call them "holiday candlesticks." It's
a menorah in the same sense that a
tree with lights and a star should be

remove all references to Christmas
and bans the singing of such classics
as "Jingle Bells." One family reportedly removed its children from the
school system, claiming they felt
unsafe.
I don't know about anyone else but
I've never felt unsafe during the
singing of "Jingle Bells." These
groups turn old American traditions
into battlefields to push forward a
radical political agenda.
The commercial world is also
affected by this new fear. Companies
have been removing the term
Christmas from their advertisements
and stores for fear of turning away

,

,

prac- -.

';u"i

,tice-.-

.

ln some cases:elebrat8s
jamfcrn.ecognwnd
is""'

of

..other

reii- -

content should be '
thrown out.
I am not advo- eating some sort
g
agenda but

of religious
rather protecting a centuries-ol- d
tradition of this country dating
right-win-

back to even before its founding. In
no way am I advocating for minority
religions to step aside for Christian
holidays.
America represents many cultures
and it should recognize all of them,
be they minority or majority, as the
freedom to practice religion is one of
the very first issues this country was
founded on.
Brian is a regular columnist for the
Voice. He can be reached for comment
at bfrederdico09wooster.edu.

Changing a word doesn't change reality
It's December again, and I cannot
help but notice that "Christmas" is a
forbidden word. You can't say it. The
proper vocabulary rules all thought.
It's terrifying, because it
does not stop
with religion,
which for some
reason is a controversial subject. The key
alexcacioppo
part of the PC
phrase is politi- cal, so naturally most of the non
sense deals with what you are
.

affirmative action, which is intended
to foster equality but may undermine it.
But more generally, political correctness rests on a lie: that if we
change the word, the reality will
change.
If an Indian is a Native American,
that doesn't rid our past of the horrendous atrocities they suffered and
the "reservations," wastelands more
accurately, we confined them to.
If a "black" man is now an
,"
that doesn't
mean racism is over, nor that discrimination and inequality in jobs and
"African-American-

.

Letters cannot exceed S50 words in length and must arrive
to the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information.
The Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpoints
Please send letters via
College of Wooster,
wooster.edu or by hard mail to
Wooster,

In recent years the United States
has become increasingly infected by
the political correctness virus.
Everyone has to watch exactly what
they say and do

mayor.

College needs to reconsider the reality of the agency it believes it provides its members.
We at the Voice are searching for it,
and are continually left groping for
what is not there because it is so difficult to find outspoken people who
desire to express their opinions.
When interviewing for stories we
have noticed a trend of sources
declining to comment for fear of losing their job, a bad reputation or
some other negative consequence.
Students, staff, faculty, administrators
and members of the Wooster community should not feel what they say
will come back to haunt them unfairly. Multiple views about a situation
allow for ideas to be dispersed and
considered.
They may even allow for improvement or a positive change to be made,
and to be experimented with to see if
it works well. Improvement or maintaining the condition in your job,
your classroom, your dorm, your
office, your academic department,
your health, your finances and your
community will never be made or
kept if the public is not conscious of
their conditions or the potential for
change.
The College is a private institution,
but that should not mean it has the
right to deny its people a basic
human right. Members of the
College community must become
comfortable voicing their opinions,
and get used to pleading the first
amendment, not the fifth.

e-m-

1

Political correctness gone too far?

College staff deserve
a lot of appreciation

.

voicecartoonswooster.edu,

wooster.edu.

7,

E-mailcanbesenttotheeditorsatvoice-

C-318-

The staff at the College of
Wooster is outstanding. They are the
people who keep the College clean,
our stomachs full and maintain the
buildings on campus.
College students can fall into the
rut of complaining about the food or
icy sidewalks but often do not think
about what goes on behind the scene
and beyond the daily routines of
going to class, eating at Lowry and
having a warm building to sleep in.
The staff of the College is what
allows students not to have to cook
for themselves every night. It is a
great gift for us as college students to
have such a beautiful place to live and
learn.
'
The staff's hard work is not necessary overlooked but may be Jtaken, for
granted. Really it is time (p remem- ber people who work so hard and,
have pride in their work and celebrate
them and all that they do on a daily

J

J

Lb Miller, Asst. News Editor

Caroline Hotra, Photography Editor
Cassi Sattazahn, Cartoonist

Lizzy Druga,

Yyl

me how that is any different from colored people? And then there is the
term "Caucasian," which I find offensive as well.
I am

not of Caucasian descent. My

family didn't come from Caucasia, the

region encompassing Serbia, former
Yugoslavia, etc. As a matter of fact,
Caucasian is as valid a racial term as
Negro. But you don't use Negro anymore. (It's too Francophone?) I don't
know; it used to be respectable, especially if in capitalized form.
What's my point? I think diversity
is important, including intellectual
diversity. Political correctness makes
everything
monomonochrome, so

"Political
makes
politics and such.
Here s one: attirma- - rV,rnrnp Rr wp nil
rin-li- t
weallusethe
A
iica
" tIia
'
tive action. In fact,
tact, the ,
J
right vocabulary
.
college had a forum
same political
and everyone's and think the
about it last week. As
same political
Uannv"
ndPPj- a concept, it sounds
thoughts and
tairly racist, beth
everyone's happy.
Stuck pointed that out, calmly and
housing, not to mention de facto segMaybe I'm overstating things.
rationally, and was ruthlessly
regation, have also been superseded.
Perhaps I'm "overreacting" or being
attacked.
Tremendous gains in civil rights have crazy as usual. But it just, well, doesWhy? Because there are things you
been made over the decades, though
n't sound like what a liberal arts colcannot say, especially in a wonderful
not because of a change in what the
lege should be like.
place like this where we are told to
targeted are called.
We should live up to the credo
get out of our "comfort zone."
Imagine someone arguing that the
that, yes, we do not hate, we do not
Why does it sound like a racist
poor don't have it so bad after all,
make unfair discrimination, etc. But
concept? Well, it involves racial judgbecause they're merely
we think. And we think like the reaments not based on individual merit.
or "working class." No need to work
sonable people we are. So enough
Some call it "reverse discrimination"
toward better public policy; they have with this foolishness. We're better
or something like that.
a
name. So, who cares,
than that.
Didn't Martin Luther King dream
right? Beggars become homeless peoof a society in which people are not
ple and we no longer have to feel
Alex is a regular columnist for the
judged by the color of their skin in
some communal responsibility.
Voice. He used to call himself Sven.
his eloquent 1963 address? Yet that
Or take a more recent descriptor:
He can be reached for comment at
noble effort seems to conflict with
people of color. Horrible. Explain to
acacbppeftH&wfloster.edu.
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staff member says goodbye to College

Koontz writes one last editorial for the Voice and makes some suggestions for improvements at Wooster
Patricia James contacted me with a
list of alumni names in my field, for
no reason other than to be kind to a
student.
All that being said sincerely, I have
also seen many problems I would like
to raise awareness of, in the hopes
that other students will not face similar problems in the future.
A problem traceable to the College
is the Williamsburg Apartments.
Students should have had safety
escorts and locks paid for and put on
their screen doors by Security. Any
student who said, "I don't feel safe
here" should have been moved imme-

As I near the conclusion of my college career, I realize there are valuable experiences here that broaden
our range of knowledge and develop
our critical thinking.
However, there are barriers to
affecting meaningful change, with the
status'quo maintained by financial,
political, and social barriers, and student apathy and contentment with
this status quo.
As for affordable entertainment on
campus, I have enjoyed the art
exhibits, interesting speakers, movies
at Mateer and Common Grounds. I
have also utilized Scot Lanes and
viewed the excellent theater and
dance productions.
Pleasurable experiences with professors included courses with
Dianna Kardulias, Mary Bader and
Denise Bostdorff. We have a great
hospitality staff here, which provides us with Winter Gala and
Harvest Moon dinner.
The writing center aided me
immeasurably, and there are free
tutors for most subjects. It is easy to
acquire leadership positions in clubs,
and campus employers are flexible
about students' work schedules.
:

should know what the right hand is
doing more often.
Just as a personal example, I, along

diately.

Furthermore, the College
nizes Africana Studies and Women's
Studies as legitimate majors, yet
refuses to provide the departments
with adequate funding or specialized staff.
On the college level again, Lowry
staff is not allowed to talk to
reporters and there have been substantial rumors that in the past staff
have been fired for attempting to
form a union, which may have been
illegal.

The left hand of administration

telling me that, in regards to a letter
I sent him two years ago, he wanted
to inform me that the policy had been
revised.
I also think that the public computers and printers should work or
students should be able to opt out of
paying the technology costs to the
college. In addition, the Senior
Living Program dorms should actually have programs that prepare seniors for the real world. Construction
should be done over the summer
whenever possible.
As for problems that are both
traceable to the College and a matter
of the students, there is a "boys will
be boys" mentality on campus. This
mentality is shown by the lack of
repercussion for the Sig
The
read, "I heart (love)
sluts" and, "Making your daughter
'that girl' since 1966." The Sigs never
made a public apology.
An incident that falls under problems of both the College and the students were the hate crimes committed
last year. The entire campus
screamed for justice at first.
Then, when students found out
who the culprits were and realized

Leah Koontz
Leah serves as the Chief Staff Writer
on the Voice and has also served in vari-

t-sh-

ous capacities since the fall of 2004. She
has also worked on the Artful Dodge
and the Index, as well as involvement in
the Women's Resource Center and Every
Women's House. Leah has contributed

been an ally with Republican presidents on their military issues since he
entered Congressional office in 1974

As humans, we grow by admitting
our mistakes. I hate to beat a dead
horse, but I'll reassert an objective
our country must accomplish before

was met with substantial criticism.

we can move on as a society. It would
be nice if
1

George W.
Bush would
admit he was
wrong about
invading Iraq.
He has not
done so yet, and
andymaloney
sadly it looks
like he'll never
summon enough fortitude to admit
his grave mistake his mistake that
has cost us over 2,000 military deaths
and over 100,00 Iraqi deaths. I enjoy

-

White House Spokesman Scott '
McClellan accused Murtha of
"endorsing the policy positions of
Michael Moore and the extreme wing
of the Democratic Party."
Then in reference to Murtha and
others who were originally for the
Iraq Resolution but have since
thought otherwise, Vice President
Cheney unfortunately voiced the
idea that they were losing their
"backbone."
Cheney's comment also attacks a
friend he once referred to as "one of
my strongest allies in Congress when

a

great deal to our school and the Voice
staff wishes her well.
with a few others, spent two years
revising the sexual assault policy. In
the summer of my sophomore year, I
received a letter from President Hales

.

"It would be nice if George W. Bush would
admit he was wrong about invading Iraq. He
has not done so yet, and sadly it looks like he'll
never summon enough fortitude to admit his
grave mistake."
it when important individuals voice
their opinion, especially when it's a
dissenting one. So it is with pleasure
that I present to you John Patrick
. "Jack" Murtha.
John Murtha is the Democratic
Representative who represents the
Twelfth Congressional District of
Pennsylvania. A Korean and Vietnam
War Veteran, Murtha earned two
Purple Hearts, a Bronze Star and
various other medals during his military career. He also is the first
Vietnam veteran to serve as
Congressman. John Murtha initially
approved the 2002 resolution to
invade Iraq but since then has rightfully corrected his stance.
On Noveml)er 5 he stirred up controversy when he publicly called for
the immediate withdrawal of troops
from Iraq. In a later resolution, he
wrote that, "the American People
have not been shown clear, measurable progress toward establishment of
stable and improving security in Iraq
or of a stable and improving economy in Iraq, both of which are essential to promote the emergence of a
democratic government" and that not
only have U.S. forces become the target of the insurgency, but over 80
percent of the Iraqi people want U.S.
forces out of Iraq.
Murtha, who is considered a conservative Democrat and one who has
1

Secretary of Defense."
Now what I don't understand is the
discord The Nation describes in their
article entitled "The Murtha
Moment" created in the Democratic
Party after Murtha's display of conscience. Rahm Emanuel, the chair of
the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee was quoted
saying, "Jack Murtha went out and
spoke for Jack Murtha," and when
asked where the house leaders stood
on the issue he vaguely responded,
"At the right time, we will have a
position."
It would make sense to me if the
Democrats would rally behind
Murtha's words. Instead they bicker.
I salute Rep. Murtha's comments to
Congress and his stance on the war.
A vet who knows w hat war is like has
the right to speak his mind and I
appreciate him doing so.
"I like guys who've never been
there to criticize us who've been
there. I like that. I like guys who got
five deferments and never been there,
and send people to war, and then
don't like to hear suggestions about
what needs to be done. I resent the
fact on Veterans Day he criticized
Democrats for criticizing them" -Rep. Murtha.
Andy Moloney is a first-yeaHe can
be reached for comment at
I was

r.

amaloneywooster.edu

Interested in writing? Have an opinion?

The United States is unquestionably a nation of immigrants. From

the Native Americans who came over
on the land bridge from Asia to the
recent immigrants that hop borders
or come off jet
planes from
developing
countries, the
United States is
the world's
poster child for
its opportuni- karinjohnson

"
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ties' in the
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we live in.

The turn of the century was
marked by waves of European immigrants who came at the height of
industrialization; filling jobs in different factories and domestic labor.
Today is no different, as immigrants
from developing countries come to
the United States to fill the service
sector of the economy.
Immigration levels were first Controlled in 1882 when the U.S. government decided to control the continuing population growth in the country.
Since then immigration policies have
been altered in order to cater to the
members of the American public that
feel as though immigrants are overwhelming the United States.
Today many feel that our country
needs to focus on our own citizens
with the dwindling economy and
hundreds of thousands of jobs being
lost in the past years. The debate

h"

events.

On the bright side, I am grateful
for the opportunity to receive a college education, and I have certainly
been challenged here. I was advised
to make this editorial more positive,
but my version of being positive is to
simply remember the beneficial
aspects of Wooster mentioned at the
beginning of this editorial.

a serious issue for jobs

then remains: is immigration healthy
"
for our country?
With approximately 1.2 million
immigrants (900,000 legal and
300,000 illegal immigrants) entering
the United States each year, our country is faced with the acculturation
processes of these immigrants that
come from a wide range of ethnic
backgrounds, classes, vocational skills
and English knowledge.
The problem with our current situation deals with the assimilation of
these new immigrants and the
of. American jobs. The
poor immigrants who come over to
the United States for greater opportunity come over and do the dirty
jobs that many of us would never
dream of doing.
They are represented in custodial
staffs across the country and no
middle class American aspires to
such a position. In a way we are
thankful that these people can do
the dirty work.
But there is one large problem that
I see with this immigrant. We can
accept that they do the dirty work for
us, but we criticize them for their lack
of English skills, over representation
in poor neighborhoods and their
inability to assimilate to American
culture. There is such a strong push
for assimilation in this country and
yet we turn the other cheek and boast
aliout our diversity.
In order to control immigration
levels, we have border patrol along
Vv-importan-

diverse world

ce

the Mexican border. President Bush
publicly supported a harder crackdown on border control last week in
Arizona when he met with border
patrolmen and local officials. Along
with strengthening America's borders, he plans to give more visas to
foreigners with jobs. He hopes that
this plan will please social conservatives and business leaders.
Lawmakers on Capitol Hill are
touchy about the issue of immigration and the issue will be brought up
again early next year.- But this plan of
granting visas to those who can have
jobs undermines the importance of
taking care of our own people.
As I see that it is beneficial to put a
good face on immigrants by having
professionals from other countries
come in, this is not taking care of our
own people and encouraging success
among young people who are seeking
professional careers. Instead, the
white collar job market becomes all
that more competitive, shoving out
some Americans and giving it to
upper class immigrants.
Not saying that I don't believe in
diversity; coming from California I
appreciate it greatly, but if we are
going to allow immigration both
legally and illegally we have to
address the needs of U.S. citizens as
well as the needs of the immigrants.
-

This is Karin 's first column for the
Voice. She can be reached for comment at kjohnson08 wooster. edu

Death penalty ineffective and outdated
Stanley "Tookie" Williams leads an
exemplary life. He focuses most of
his attention on stopping youth vio

for the wicked," Williams told a
reporter recently. He is asking for
clemency based on the good things he.
has done in prison. Whether or not

took a life deserves. I don't know
about anyone else, but when I think
about what, let's say, Timothy
lence, especially
McVeigh deserves, my thoughts are
in the gang culyou believe Williams should be put to
less on lethal injection, and more on
death you have to admit the death
ture that is ris"parade through the public square
ing again. He
penalty is putting the United States
and then burn." People who kidnap
into some interesting positions. Saudi
writes chilchildren and then kill them deserve
dren's books,
Arabia, Yemen, Pakistan, Nigeria,
anything we throw at them, including
Iran, the Democratic Republic of
gives lectures
any and all medieval torture devices.
to youth groups
Congo and the USA: what do these
But that's not our system. We
seven countries have in common?
by telephone
would never dream of torturing a
maureenhanlon
and authored
They are the only ones that still
prisoner for an especially heinous
Tookie's Peace execute children. Last week, a prisoncrime (well, at least that's what I tell
Plan," a template for rival gangs try
er was pardoned for being convicted
myself to sleep at night. School of
ing to make peace.
the Americas,
"The
penalty, in my mind, is an
He has been nomiwhat?) We will
nated for Nobel
never do to these
has been shown over
punishment.
years
Peace Prize, and has '
prisoners what
won many awards
it is clearly
a
they deserve. Our
comfor his literature.
government has
the crime."
His plan for the next
no business in act-- "
"""
couple of years is to
ing out revenge.
mesdevelop a violence-preventiof a crime despite the court losing
The only thing our government
evidence. America is the only western
sage for at risk youth with the
should be doing is making sure that
N.A.A.C.P. That is, if Arnold
country that still has the death penalno one commits further crimes.
Schwarzenegger grants him clementy. Now we are going to join the
And based on the recent story of a
cy from his scheduled execution for
proud list of people who have executman who broke himself out of prison
ed a Nobel Peace Prize nominee.
killing four people.
just by putting on a guard's uniform
Williams, the
The death penalty, in my mind, is
of the
and walking out the door, maybe our
Crips, admits now that he had a desan outdated punishment. It has been
justice system should focus on keeping
picable background. He is convicted
shown over the years that it is clearly
those who are a danger to American
of killing four people a shop clerk
not a deterrent to others committing
society in jail instead of 20 years of
and three people at a family run
the crime. There is obviously no
appeals to put someone who could be a
motel both during robberies.
hope of rehabilitating the prisoner.
future peace activist to death.
Since his original conviction, he has What is the benefit to society?
Most people see the death penalty
Maureen can be reached for comment
spent 24 years in prison turning his
life around. "Redemption was made
as simply being what the person who
mhanlon08wooster.edu
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The Voice Viewpoints section is looking for
good columnists who have an interest in
politics, culture or campus events.

irts.
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Rep. Murtha justified in Immigration

his dissenting opinion

they knew them, they screamed that
the punishments were too harsh and
that the vandals should be excused
because they had been drunk.
Moreover, another problem traceable to the students is that the
women's organizations on campus are
dying out due to a lack of interest.
Every Woman's House Program
House could not recruit enough
members to continue, and the
Women's Resources Center and
Planned Parenthood have also had
difficulties recruiting and retaining
members.
On the student level, there is a lack
groups or disof genuine multi-fait- h
cussions. When one looks closely, one
realizes there are only several versions of Christianity on campus, and
Hillel is excluded from most "multi-fait-

not

outdated
the
deterrent to others
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The Pine Tree Barn exudes spirit of the season with style
Melissa Simmelink
Features Editor

In the years since its renovation,
the Pine Thee Barn has become a
widely acclaimed shopping and dining destination in Ohio.
The extensive gift store that was
first created as a small country
Christmas shop has evolved over the
years to include a professional floral
and gardening shop, a beautiful collection of 18th Century collectables
and furniture and home accessories,
in addition to a pleasing selection of
spa items. In addition, handmade
cards and homemade candy are for
sale as the perfect compliment to any
gift or souvenir.
The holiday atmosphere of the
Barn is as enticing as the shopping
choices.

On a chilly winter afternoon, there
nothing more comforting than the
welcoming warmth of a country
style living room.
Traditional and rustic holiday
decor welcomes visitors to the Pine
Tree Barn, located 15 minutes off
campus at the edge of Wayne
County.
Scents from fragrant candles mingle with traces of pine, floating
through the three levels of the elegantly renovated barn.
Friendly hostesses greet visitors at
the entrance, where the large barn
doors give way to an. enchanting
Elegantly decorated Christmas
spread of decorations. The shop also trees and festive ornaments that are
offers a display of Christmas trees scattered throughout the store add to
and novelty gifts.
the holiday excitement. Each story of
Initially constructed in 1868, the ' the building exudes style and is
Pine Tree Barn is a charming adorned with living room settings
Wooster landmark rich in both histoand rich hardwood trimmings.
ry and style.
Experts are always at hand for cusDuring the 1980s, the stock barn tomers to utilize as resources for
was transformed into the 25,000 providing decorating tips and interisquare foot complex that exists today. or consultation.
"The Pine Tree Barn stands tall on
The restaurant, which is connected
the 150 acre property, overlooking
to the gift shop, serves delicious
two lakes in the Killbuck Valley. The soups perfect for a snowy afternoon
Killbuck Marsh and wildlife preserve
and offers luncheons fit to please any
add to the scenic beauty surrounding hungry shopper.
the barn. The compound also conDuring the winters, The Granary
sists of a Christmas tree farm boastserves lunch between 11 a.m. and
ing over 100,000 trees.
2:30 p.m., featuring moderately

is

spotlighted in the exquisite dining
room, tempting patrons with homemade cheesecakes, pies and assorted
cookies and brownies. A renowned
favorite, the sour cream fruit pie
es
made with peaches and black
is a specialty menu item in its
twentieth year.
During summer months, a seasonal outdoor patio features the same
menu items in an elegant setting.
Balconies overlook the lake, making
the Pine Tree Barn a lovely and
unique attraction throughout each
time of the year.
Located at 4374 Shreve Road, the
Pine Tree Barn is open this holiday
season each Monday through
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., and
on Sundays and Christmas Eve from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Today the complex is hosting its
annual Festival of Lights from 6 8
p.m. The event includes a moonlight
ride on the Pine Tree Express
through acres of beautiful property
decorated with over 50,000 dazzling
lights.
After the tour, visitors are invited
to enjoy a reception with Santa complete with free hot chocolate and
The Pine Tree Barn provides escape for students who wish
candy canes.
to get into the holiday spirit with festive decorations and a
Special holiday events are scheduled at the Pine Tree Barn throughdelicious menu (Photo by Melissa Simmelink).
out the winter months, and more
priced light fare. Reservations are of crisp salads, fresh breads, home-n- ot information can be obtained about
required; however, they are rec- - . made soups, quiches and sandwiches, the complex from the Web site at
ommended. The menu is comprised
A specialty display of desserts is
www.pinetreebarn.com.
rasp-herri-
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Mix up your weekend with sophistication, jazz and cocktails
..Music and Martinis features music
from the Wooster Inn's new baby
grand piano, and the Wooster Inn
features a drink special, usually a speAt the close of each week throughcialty martini, at each event.
A few weeks ago, the "appletini"
out the semester, one can venture
down to the College's subterranean
was featured, which seemedto be a
campus bar,, the Underground, for popular choice. Don't be too bold in
happy hour. Everyone knows the gist your drink choice, though. If you
of a happy hour. It's a time to have a question about what exactly is
unwind, have a drink or two and get in a certain drink on the menu, ask.
The bartender at the Inn will also be
ready for a weekend of relaxation.
But the Underground isn't everyhappy to make up any of your other
one's cup of tea, and a change of favorite cocktails. Also, the service is
scenery can do anyone a lot of good. good, as waiters and waitresses wander the lobby to check up on whatevThe alternative happy hour on campus is located at the Wooster Inn, and er patrons need. The Inn also offers
is held every Friday from 7 p.m.
a variety of house wines at reason"Music and Martinis" is a nice able rates, so if that's what you're in
alternative to the usual fare at the the market for, it's available as well.
Perhaps the best part of Music and
Underground (and if you're really in
for the long haul, keep in mind that Martinis is the host of complimentathe Underground happy hour is held ry light hors d'oeuvres. If you've ever
until 9 p.m.
so there's plenty of had a meal at the Wooster Inn, you
time to hit up both if desired), and know how good the food is, and the
offers a very pleasant environment in hors d'6euvres at Music and Martinis
which to unwind after a busy week.
are no exception.

Cory Smith
Managing Editor
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Illustration by Julia Hendrickson.

The delectable delights range from
the classic shrimp cocktail and cheese
selection to spinach finger sandwiches and quesadillas. When Lowry is
the standard fare, and the standard
fare is getting old, gourmet hors
d'oeuvres are always a good choice.
Music and Martinis also offers
good preparation for fife after college. While putting away a host of
beers at the Underground's happy
hour may seem acceptable in college,
when happy hour is a part of the
grind, this may not be the
most tolerable behavior.
The Wooster Inn does a great
service in providing a classier environment in which members of the
city and College communities can
mingle and relax.
Make the trek down to 801 Wayne
Avenue for Music and Martinis on
Fridays throughout the semester for
a classy alternative to the usual food
and beverage fare offered on campus.
Any questions can be directed to the
Wooster Inn at
day-to-d- ay

330-263-26-

60.

Survival Guide: strategize for success with helpful tips
Justine McCullough
Features Editor
whirlwind of
As the
classes and assignments comes to a
halt, students welcome finals week
with mixed feelings.
Before students begin celebrating
the fact that they will no longer have
to drag themselves to that 8 a.m.
biology class or continually stress
about that writing intensive class
that was just too intense, final exams
must be completed.
Oftsntimes, the week ahead proves'
to be the most trying and stressful
week of the semester.
Certainly, there's a ton of pressure
to perform well on exams, but most
of the time students become so
stressed simply because they are
unprepared for exams and are behind
15-we-

ek

on final papers.
Usually all students need is a
planned schedule that will get them
through finals not only alive, but also
with their sanity intact.
It is a good idea to start study days
with a plan. Get out your planner; if
you don't have one, print one out
from the Internet.
Write in each exam or final paper
according to the day and time that it
will be held or due. Doing this will
give you a visual of when things are
due and when you should start working on them.
Depending on how large or small
the assignment is will determine
when you should begin working on
them. Before going to sleep each
night, refer to your calendar and

"Incentives can be just the trick to getting work
done. Once you feel somewhat accomplished,
reward yourself with a trip to the Facebook, a
thin mint, a Molson draft, whatever it is that will
be enjoyably relaxing."
remind yourself exactly what needs
to be accomplished the next day.
Then take an hour or so to unwind
and get a good night of sleep.
Next, prioritize your different subjects in order of importance.
If you're failing calculus but have a
solid A in biology, keep in mind that
you should devote much more time to
the calculus exam. Be prepared to
take more frequent breaks as you
study more difficult material so that
you do not become especially frustrated.
It is helpful to determine how you
benefit most from studying. Some
students are able to sit down and
churn out a
paper in a matter of just a few hours, simultaneously blaring Modest Mouse from their
iPod; others find that starting earlier
and working on it in silence, writing
a few pages each day, is a much better
alternative.
Maybe some of your friends want
to study together, but perhaps you're
better off studying by yourself.
Think about how you can be most
productive. If you generally become
distracted by AIM, Facebook or television in your dorm room, find a
quiet corner of a lounge or in one of
the libraries where you can work
10-pa- ge

undisturbed.
If you need a computer in the
library and do not own a laptop,
check out the McCoy Lab in the
lower level of the Andrews Library.
Utilizing this area will provide you
with a computer and very few distractions.
All of these tips can be helpful, but
it is nearly impossible to accomplish
anything without total concentration. And when it comes to school-wor- k,
it is all too natural to zone out,
especially at the very end of the
semester.
Concentrating will be much easier
in an area of no distractions.
Wherever you decide to study, make
it a study space only. Never study in
bed, because it is far too tempting to
fall asleep. Also, eliminate other
tempting distractions such as cell
phones and AIM.
Before you begin, take a few
moments to refer to your planner or
exam guide, and mentally summarize
what needs to be accomplished.
Work for your allotted amount of
time, and then reward yourself!
Incentives can be just the trick to
getting work done. Once you feel
reward
somewhat accomplished,
the
Facebook,
with
to
a
trip
yourself

--

a.

a thin mint, a Molson draft, whatever it is that will be enjoyably relaxing.
In order to stay motivated, it is
important to take breaks.
Whether you're .writing a term
paper in the library or pouring over
notes in your dorm room, it is
inevitable that you will eventually
become restless.
When you feel overwhelmed, go
ahead and surf the Facebook or zone
out in front of the television.
Better yet, exercise or even go for

a walk

physical activity can be a

great stress reliever. Ultimately,
briefly getting your mind off of your
work will leave you refreshed.
After you've relaxed, get right
back to work. Setting a specific time
to return to the books will keep procrastination at bay.
To survive finals, the key is to
study hard while taking time to stay
relaxed. Sounds simple, doesn't it?
Yes, almost as simple as acing that
organic chemistry final.

Open mic, Fair Trade benefit youth

1

r.v.i)

Last Wednesday, Pueblo de Esperanza and Blink Twice art
club hosted an open mic to benefit Guatemalan youth groups
Fair Trade Coffee and greeting cards were for sale, and free
Fair Trade samples and s'mores were served (Photo by Karin

Johnson).
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Holiday season heralds promising new films
during which they
marry, have children and build relatively acceptable public lives. The film
has already won awards and critical
acclaim at festivals around the world.
I am excited to see it for three main
reasons: l) Jake Gyllenhaal might be
the dreamiest man alive. He smiled at
me once. 2) My I.S. is about Westerns.
Even if I didn't want to see it, I'd have
to. And S) I love love stories, and this
is a particularly moving one. I'm eager
to see how it works on film.
of separation

Elizabeth Weiss
Arts Editor
So, a bunch of movies ire going to
be released over the next few weeks.

I'm looking forward to many of them.
Why should you care? I can't come up
with a reason. But it's the end of the
semester, kids, so the Arts section of
the Voice proudly presents: movies I
am looking forward to seeing over
break. Make of it what you will.

Confessions of

1?3 X

a theater-phil- e
I made my stage debut as Squanto
in the second grade Thanksgiving
play. I wore feathers in my hair and

'(Vi1
4

:
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Brokeback Mountain

(limited release Dec 9,
wide release Dec 16)

Chrohicles of Namia: The Lion,
the Witch, and the Wardrobe
(wide release Dec 9)

Annie Proulx's 1998 short story
Mountain" is a stunning
piece, lovely and heartbreaking and
skillfully written. While the conservative blogosphere has derisively dubbed
Ang Lee's film adaptation "the gay
cowboy movie," it is certainly not
"Will and Grace with chaps and
spurs. "Brokeback Mountain" tells the
story of two cowhands (Jake
Gyllenhaal and Heath Ledger) who
embark on a love affair during a summer job on a Wyoming ranch. Their
secret romance endures long periods
"Brokeback

My sister and I grew up obsessed
with the BBC adaptation of "The
Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe."
The Christian allegory bit was lost on
us
we just named our cat Asian, fell
in love with Peter and speculated
about the nature of Turkish Delight.
So I am excited to see the new film
adaptation with adult eyes. While
Disney has tiptoed delicately around
the religious content of the film,
simultaneously embracing and distancing itself from evangelical

Staff 's songs to study by
Studying for finals may not be your favorite part of the year, but having the right
music playing while you're banging your head on your desk in frustration can at least
ease

if not help you get yourself motivated and focused again.
shares the tunes they like to listen to to get through this stressful time.

your pain a little bit,

The Voice

staff

i!

I

In this photo provided by Walt Disney

Studying for finals can be one of the
most tedious activities of the semester for any student Essentially, a student has to sit and review, or in some
cases learn, a large amount of infor- -

Rob Marshall's
Arthur Gulden's

The Producers

adaptation
of
novel has
already ignited controversy in Japan,
where critics say Chinese actresses
cannot possibly play geisha. .The
movie has also been faulted for watering down the complex relationships
that drive the book, and Westernizing
a fundamentally Japanese story by
telling it in English. All I know is the
previews look gorgeous. I loved the
book, and I hate to think of the characters who made it so compelling
being cheapened in the film. But I
trust Rob Marshall. His adaptation of
"Chicago" was stylish and intelligent,
but also reflected a great respect for
the source material. I hope he's shown
the same skill and sensitivity here.
1997

When "The Producers" had its
tryout in Chicago
you
know, the one with affordable tickets
did you sneer and say, HA! I don't
want to see that! That's going to be
crap! What are they thinking? Why-woulthey make such a good movie
into a musical? Hmm? No? That was
just me then? After years of coping
with crippling regret, I finally saw
Match Point
' (limited release Dec 28)
"The Producers" last spring (in
London, sitting next to a homeless
Having grown up on. "Love and
man who wanted to.steaL.my watch, ,
"
but that's another story).
Death" and "Annie Hall," I boldly took
we
myself to "Melinda and Melinda" last
can all catch up with the lucky thousands who saw the original Broadway spring, shaking my fist at critics and
friends who warned
cast in Chicago and New York. I forthat
Allen
had been awful for
Woody
give Mel Brooks for casting Uma
while
and his latest movie wasn't
Thurman as Ulla. The coupling of a
Nathan Lane and Matthew Broderick
worth seeing. They were so right. I
as Bialystock and Bloom on the big
was so wrong. It turns out Woody
has got me humming
Allen, like folk music and platform
screen
shoes, made infinitely more sense in
"Springtime for Hitler" in my sleep. I
can't wait.
my parents' day than my own. So why
am I still excited about "Match
Point?" It probably has something to
The Family Stone
do with Scarlett Johannson, who is
(wide release Dec. 16)
YOUNGER than me but so ridicu
I like Sarah Jessica Parker. And
lously cool and successful I .might as
darn it, despite the weird glove thing, well be in night gear and hot rollers
I like Diane Keaton. So a family'
copying my physics notes instead of
released just going to the big dance. If I'm not
busy admiring her, I'm overwhelmed
in time for Christmas starring Sarah
by jealousy. So the cinematic cynic in
Jessica Parker and Diane Keaton
makes sense. Will it be good? Maybe.
me will sit out another round, and I I
Will it make me cry? Probably. I'm give Scarlett a chance to impress me
it.
on Woody's behalf.
. looking forward to
pre-Broad-

I used to be a firm believer in not
listening to music with lyrics while I
studied. Sitting at my computer writing a paper I would find myself typing Joni Mitchell lyrics instead of

Li.

Memoirs of a Geisha
(wide release Dec. ts)

Christian communities poised to flock
to the theaters as they did for Mel
Gibson's The Passion of the Christ,"
"The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe" certainly tells a complex
story, as intellectually engaging as it is
exciting and lovely. Besides, magical
lands, talking animals and wicked
witches are good stuff that big movie
budgets make even better.

Vanessa Lange

Arts Editor

i

Pictures, Lucy

(Georgie Henley), Susan (Anna Popplewell), Peter (William
Moseley), and Edmund (Skandar Keynes) find themselves
in a strange fantasy land called Narnia in "The Chronicles of
Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe" (AP
PhotoWalt Disney Pictures Phil Bray).

(wide release Dec. 16)

Chris Beck
Viewpoints Editor

way

d

But-.no-

w

well-meani- ng

drama-comedy-roma-

Illustration by Cassi Sattazahn.
mation in a relatively short amount of
time. For this reason, it is especially
important to have the right type of
music to help focus during those study
sessions.

Although I usually prefer some
classic Hendrix
while working
through political theory or case studies, some Rage Against the Machine
can be more helpful in making difficult
reading go smoothly. Or if you are not
looking to overthrow the capitalist
power structure, some Mozart can
help you stay relaxed while studying
or digesting a novel.

Elizabeth Weiss
Arts Editor

singer-songwrit-

nce

Drum circle draws rhythm fiends

finals anyway.

I can't actually listen to music while
I'm studying. I have the attention span
of a mentally deficient mongoose. I
think. I was too distracted by the
bright colors and funny sounds in my
last zoology classroom to focus during the mongoose unit. But I DO have
a pool of reliable
exciting
songs that I listen to once the studying is over and before the exam has
begun. My pre-te- st
ritual includes
buying a new pen, painting my toenails and blaring one of these songs
on repeat until I feel properly
inspired. My ultimate favorite is
"Don't Rain on my Parade," sung by
Barbra Streisand, of course. But I'm
no strict traditionalist; "Defying
Gravity," from the fabulous musical
and "I Speak Six
"Wicked,"
Languages," from "The 85th Annual
Putnam County Spelling Bee," are
rev-me-- up

st
recent additions to my
I
feel
Wow,
effective
highly
playlist
and powerful just thinking about
pre-te-

these songs.

analyzing the meanings of freedom in
Toni Morrison novels.
But then I realized I couldjlisten to
music with lyrics in a foreign language and not get distracted. My
er
personal favorite is French
Karen Ann (for the record,
yes I am obsessed with all things
French). Even though I do know
French and can understand just about
everything she says, the words are
much easier to tune out The only
problem is that listening to Karen
Ann brings back memories of my
semester in Paris, and therefore distracts me even more. Oh well, I'd
rather think about Paris than my

Katie Foulds
Viewpoints Editor

.

Exactly a year ago, before my first
set of college finals, my brother reluctantly bought me the Aimee Mann
"Bachelor No, 8" album. Obsessed
with my new CD I listened to it on
repeat for the last two weeks of the
semester as I studied for exams.
Those unforgettable and seemingly
insurmoutable days of finals are
brought back to my mind every time I
hear any Aimee Mann tune. Her
relaxing yet energizing voice never
fails to get me into the study mood.
Her music is not too soft so it won't
put you to sleep as your textbook will,
yet it is neither loud nor distracting so
you can still get some work done
perfectly conducive to an academic
atmosphere. I especially recommend
my favorite track, "Red Vines," as the
song to belt out when no one is listening and you are in need of a much
anticipated study break.

showed those silly white people how
to plant corn. It
was my big break,
but my acting
career somehow
never took off.
I didn't step on
stage again until
vanessalange
high school when I
sang in the chorus for a couple of our
musicals. I didn't have an amazing
voice but apparently I sang better
than I acted.
Unfortunately, my onstage experi
ence ends there. I know I just don't
have the talent for it but I still miss
that rush of performing for an audience. Hearing the applause, the laugh
ter, knowing that we pulled the show
off despite the fact that the night
before everyone was forgetting their
ines and props were in the wrong
place and costumes were falling apart.
It's a pretty amazing feeling.
But since no one apparently wants
to see me on stage, I have to live vie- ariously through others. Instead of
performing, I simply watch others
perform. I know it's not the same
thing, but I can still sense the actors'
excitement their rush. I love the
interaction between the audience and
the performers and that great feeling
that I am witnessing a completely
unique performance that will never be
duplicated in exactly the same way.
Theater involves this very important
bond between the audience and the
performers that you just can't get
from watching a movie.
Which is why I am ashamed to say
what I am going to say next but I'll
say it anyway: I prefer to watch musicals onscreen. This realization came to
me over Thanksgiving break after I 4
saw Rent For about 30 seconds I
was embarrassed that I went to see
the movie without ever seeing the
show onstage. But then I realized that
probably wouldn't have even liked
the play had I seen it live, because that '
has been my experience almost every
time I've seen a staged musical.
I saw "Phantom of the Opera" at
the Pantages Theater in Toronto, and
it was good, I guess, but I wasn't
blown away. Same goes for
"Hairspray," "Les Miserables," "Annie
.
Get your Gun." Yet on the other
hand, "West Side Story," "Chicago"
and "The Sound of Music" are some
favorite movies. For
of my all-tisomeone who loves theater as much
as I do, how can this be?
Well, I've thought about it and I've
come to the conclusion that there is an
inherent flaw in the whole philosophy
of the staged musical. See, musicals
usually require large casts of people
who can sing, dance and act. And
then, they usually require elaborate
sets and costumes, possibly an orchestra and choreographers. In other
words, putting on a musical is expensive, leaving only professional groups
with large budgets and the ability to
sell a lot of tickets, which in turn
means performing only at large theaters.
And large theaters are the very reason I haven't enjoyed any of the musicals I've been to I always think I'm
getting great seats because I paid $50
dollars for them, but little do I Jtnow
I'm going to be stuck in the corner of
the upper mezzanine and won't be
able to see half of the stage. And
what I can see is so far away I can't
even see the actors' faces.
What happened to that interaction
between audience and performer that I
love so much? I don't feel like these
actors are performing for me personally. I don't even feel like they are real
people
they're more like overly animated robots. As if musicals aren't
fake enough as it is with the random
outbursts of song and dance, now I
g.
have to deal with
It's just
too much.
In fact the best live musicals I've
seen have been college productions.
They have enough talent generally
sufficient budgets and small theaters. I
loved the College's recent production
of "Once on this Island." I'll choose a
good college production over some
touring Broadway show any day. But
for now, I'm content just watching the
Sharks and the Jets rumble in the back
alleys of New York City while sitting
on my couch with a bowl of popcorn.
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Maddy Howard '09 and a member of the Wooster communi
ty play percussion instruments at Tuesday's College
Community Drum Circle facilitated by local drummer Kim
by
Tapie, a Wooster alumna. The drum circle,
UJAMAA, brings together members of the community of a
levels of drumming experience. According to Howard
Tuesday's drum circle was "completely different from normal
daily life on campus." "It was really fun," said Howard, "and
almost healing in a way" (Photo by Karin Johnson).
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three beats Witt in thriller

g

offense again and qiiickly built a .20-- 6
lead in what seemed like no time at all.

DON'T MESS
WITH TEXAS

7.
the Scots played for the last shot as
Cooper took the ball and let about ten
The second half was all Wooster.
Wooster needed to bog down on seconds go before crossing over. While Earlham kept it close, Wooster
defense, and slowly but surely they Cooper decided to take the game in his never trailed for the remainder of the
Anyone who questions the rivalry would as
they begaoi to cut into the own hands, launching up the perfect game jumping out to a 0 run.
First things first. I'm so very sorry
between the Wittenberg Tigers and
Tiger lead, startirlg with a Kyle
ot
shot to give the Scots the final Wooster would go up as much as 10,
to those of you who actually read the
the College of Wooster Fighting Scots
Witucky 'OS three-poi- nt
shot to begin
3
but the pesky Quakers refused to stop Sports Boxers last week. Usually I
victory over their arch nemesis.
just has to look at the attendance for an 1 -4 Scots run. l."he Tigers then
"It was a great win, we are all fighting as they crawled back and tied
write my column after I'm supposed
the Saturday showdown. As 3,319 dieregained control 'and countered pumped," said Tim Vandervaart '06. it up at 73 at the end of regulation.
to have already handed it in, so I have
hard fans came to cheer for the number Wooster's
run, putting them down "First we are still on top of the conferIn overtime, Vandervaart would put that
mentality that
two ranked Scots going in at 0
)
30-2- 0.
Wooster continued to battle ence. Second you always want to beet the Scots up by six connecting on three
motivates me to produce works of
while others flocked all the way from
back and eventually Knotted it up at Wittenberg no matter what sport. And
buckets but Earlham would tie it up
art, but last week I handed it in early,
Wittenberg to cheer for their number 38-3- 8.
James Cooper '08 would finally, to win the way we did coming once more at 81 making the second of so I was doing it
d.
three ranked Tigers sitting at
silence the arena ojily to hear it back and winning on a last second shot.
I
two free throws with six seconds left.
picked up a copy of the
Anyways,
Last year Wittenberg knocked off the explode with the sound of a swish We
were smiling all night."
The Scots needed a shot, and Witucky
Voice the other day,
number one ranked Scots twice, winthat put the Scots up f;r the first time.
Tom Port '05 led the team with
was the perfect person to give it to
flipped open to my
ning two of the three meetings includIt wouldn't last, as Wiittenberg counfollowed by Cooper at 21, makthem as he went from one end to the column and was
ing the North
Coast Athletic tered with a three poi nt shot to end ing two of five three pointers. other to hit a game winning shot.
devastated to see
Conference (NCAC) title game in the first half up41-4- (.
Vandervaart was the only other Scot in
"You have close games all year," said
how awful it was.
double figures with
Port. They hit some shots but we kept It was so bad that
1
.
Over the last week, the Scots tallied our composure and Kyle hit a big shot
I got embarrassed,
f
nickcros9
up two big road victories over Denison
to give us the win."
even though
109-7- 3
and Earlham 1 in overtime.
Vandervaart led the Scots with 25- - nobody was
The Scots then returned home to face points followed by Cooper with 19 and
around. I was flushed and I started
Oberlin on Wednesday night and handWitucky with 12.
sweating. It was pathetic. The point
ed them a 1 12-beatdown.
Scots
The
home
returned
is I won't ever do that to you again.
Denison jumped all over the Scots to Wednesday to face Oberlin. Oberlin
For a limited time only, as reparation,
-- T
start the game going up
te
I am offering
Following took an early 0 lead, and then it was
backrubs for
lead with
a timeout, the Scots would return to all Wooster, taking a nt
those people who wasted two minutes
six minutes left in the first half. The
the floor to the chants of "overrated."
reading it. But you've gotta hurry up,
Wooster quickly put the Denison fans second half didn't get any better for
because I'm not going to be making
back in their seats as they went on a 10-- 2 Oberlin, as the Scots continued to domthis offer for very long. Thanks for
lead with 10
run to tie the game up at 15. Then, inate taking a
your forgiveness.
after being tied at 15 and 18, the Scots minutes left in the game, cruising to the
This week, Mr. Shabad Thadani, my
decision.
would run all over Denison outscoring final
"boss," demanded that I
te
them 28-- 7 over a
Cooper and Fulk led the team with cooperate with him. Obviously, I did-- "
stretch
halftime 15 points each. Five other Scots hit n't want to, but he runs the show, so I
amounting toward a
6
double figures in points including
lead. The closest Denison came for the
agreed. We are going to debate who
Witucky, Port, Johnson, Evan Will '08
rest of the game was
the victor of the Rose Bowl is going
Cooper led both teams in points with and Vandervaart with 13, 12, 12, 11
to be this year. I am taking the side of
and 10 each. Fulk also led the team
9 and assists with six, a career high for
the Texas Longhorns, while he is
with eight rebounds.
him. Witucky hit four of ten three
making a case for the Trojans from
The Scots will hold onto their numpointers for 16 points followed by
University of Southern California.
ber two ranking and improve to 0
Devin Fulk's '08 career high
So, after you finish reading here, flip
Marty Bidwell '09 head fakes (Photo by Jeremy
.
overall and 0 in the NCAC. Over the page on over to check out his
land.
going three for three from
Wooster. Let the rivalry continue.
column and his rebutThe second half was like a chess Vandervaart led the team in rebounds break, the Scots have six games. The
'
Wittenberg seized control of the match, Wooster mounting an early with eight and tallied up 14 points. Port first is away against Westminster (PA) tal. Heeeeere we go . . .
outing and Brandon on Dec. 18th then they host their
Even though I didn't get a choice to
first half, marching up and down the three point lead only to ee it vanish. had a 1
Johnson '09 rounded out the Scots in "Mose" HoleKiwanis Tournament decide whom to defend, I was glad to
floor and gunning out to a quick 0
This trend would continue all throughright here in Wooster on Dec. 29th and
lead. However, luck would fall on
.
get the Longhorns because I honestly
out the second half as the1 teams never double digits with an even 10.
The Earlham Quakers gave the Scots Dec 30th. Their first round opponent believe that they're going to take
Wooster, nailing a three-poi- nt
shot and amounted to more than la four-poi- nt
the closest game of the year thus far will be ex Ohio Athletic Conference foe home the national championship this
getting the foul to complete a four-poi- nt lead with nine ties.year. The first reason I'm backing up
play. Wooster would knot it back
With less than a miniite left, the taking the number two team in the land Baldwin Wallace. The Scots then have
classic
WashingtonJeffersoiv
the
on
Both
to
played
a
overtime.
the 'Horns is thek'liefense. This D- teams
very
up with two more free throws on the
Scots took the lead with a score to put
11
thenJ
and
Jan.
7th.
.......
.6th
Wooster
.
Earlham
mak
tight
throughout,
game
nv says
howO Cent
next possession. The Ters'j weren't' inem.up 83-s- i.,
"
oaj "G- mmujuuui, uuuun nawiuenDerij counierea,
of''t1ieir
the
rs
NCACpJay
sound
to
on
return
cool
it'll
ten,
and
pretty
back
about to let the Scots come
with a pass inside to Dart Russ who 'ng e'gnt
anyroadtlut!''
nt
a
halftime lead at against Allegheny on Jan. 11th.
taking a
That's why I capitalized it) has been
time soon, as they geared up their dunked it in for the tie.
left,
phenomenal. They have held six
opponents to 14 points or less, including three games allowing only three
points or less. One of those was a 62-- 0
"individual
had
several
hoped,
bright
shutout of Baylor. I know, I know.
Michelle Erickson
performances. The men's team wasn't
Baylor sucks. But being able to hold
Sports Editor
and
still
swam
they
100 healthy,
very any team scoreless astonishes me.
well considering their position," said
The College of Wooster women's
The point is, I respect USC and can
finfive
different
Ross.
Wooster's
relays
swimming and diving team stepped up
appreciate their talent, but they have
f
ished among the top ten in each of
to the occasion this weekend and pronot faced a defense as strong as the
'
I
I
JT'
A
I
I
their respective categories. Dan Noble
pelled themselves to a second place finLonghorns defense is. If they can
X '07 provided the best finish for the men
ish in their own invitational, falling
break through the line, like I expect
on the weekend with a sixth place finish
only to NCAA Division II California
they will, they'll disturb Leinart and
in the 100 freestyle on the final day of
force him into some bad throws and a
University of PA. Eleven teams total
few sacks. Texas holds people to 16
competition.
competed in the three day event held at
finishes
the
for
men
Other
top
the Wooster High School Ellen Shapiro
points a game, on average, and
..
included Andrew Olsen '09 and Joe
although I don't expect them to do
Natatorium. The men's team in a
Witkowski '08 who finished seventh
that to Leinart and Bush, they'll be
slightly disappointing performance due
and tenth in the 1650 freestyle, respecable to screw up USCs game plan just
to a less than healthy team finished
tively. Mateo Chinchilla '08 turned in
enough to keep them in check. Then
sixth overall. The invitational marked
three top 15 finishes as he came in 1 1th
their offense can take over.
the end of the first half of the season
in the 100 breaststroke and 13th in the
The Longhorns offense averages
for both teams as they w ill now spend
400 IM and finally a 14th place finish in almost 5 1 points per game, but like the
the winter break preparing for conferthe 200 breaststroke.
USC offense, they have not faced a
and the tournament
ence match-uThe men's team finished up their defense as staunch as that of the
season.
first half of the season with a 1
Trojans. However, regardless of the
Leading the charge for the women's
record
at
with
their
loss
only
coming
Chambers
opposing defense's ability, Texas has
Kim
team was a dominant
final
in
the
hands
of
the
Westminster
individual
proved that they can move the ball and
'06. The senior claimed three
dual.
men's
The
has
a
team
produced
outside
score pretty much whenever they
her
titles, two of which were
tremendous
of
generalamount
points
qualwant This is due, in part, to the
normal events, including a NCAA
I
."i,,,.,
n
i
in
far
ly
their
outdistancing
amazing, the "inVINCEable", if you
opponents.
IM.
"Kim
ifying time in the 200
placing
side,
finish
'07
Noble
Dan
the
men's
had
on
highest
tha
finished
women's
the
first
team
The
will, Vince Young. He has thrown for
up
Chambers is a rock star, out of the
100-yarhalf
in
individual
d
with
with
a
exploits,
sixth
Along
slightly
3
the
his
disappointing
2,800 yards, along with 26 TD's. He
freestyle.
three individuals she swam, two of
proved that he can use his arm to lead
them were offovents for her and she Noble also swam on ifour relays en route to helping the Scots record, however they were handed losses
by perennially tough Wittenberg
the team to victory with that beautiful
got an NCAA qualifying time in the finish in the top half olf the Invitational (Photo by Mac Buehler).
team and Ohio Athletic Conference touchdown pass to Limas Sweed
200 IM," said Patti Ross '06.
towards the end of their comeback win
other Division II teams and finish a (OAC) power John Carroll.
"With three individual wins, Kim lenge in their first Wooster Invitational
Both teams will head into winter
and provided key individual; and team
against the Buckeyes. However, their
mere 22 points behind another Div. II
obviously had an outstanding meet.
break preparing for the beginning of running game, which is also led by Mr.
points for the Scots. Courtnry Lee '06 team provided them with the confiShe's a really focused person and its
Young, is what I think will lead them
just fun to watch her race," added also handed the Scots key points in her dence they needed heading into the the conference season in
to victory. With the rushing game,
second half of the season. The Both teams will face Hiram and Ohio
Amanda Bailey '08. Throughout the specialty, the distance events, she
the
Wesleyan
to
prior
to
realfifth
returning
finish
weekthe
place
500
a
earned
they can: a) put points on the board, b)
women's
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ill
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past
this
especially
and
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second
the
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on
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three
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ly
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and
weekend
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weekend
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importantly, c) keep the USC offense
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Division
team."
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will
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in
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Hiram
on
finish.
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fourth
that
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and
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only
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then
home
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return
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still
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one
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how
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at
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in
NCAA,"
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performance
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jand
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from
face
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in
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on
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work
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off
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everyone's
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not
The
the
although
really
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few
14.
a
meet.
overall
results
of
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After
had
the
result
Trojan defense.
achieving
team
they
stepped
up
team, and the freshman
dual
in
earlier
the
meets
This year's Rose Bowl proves to be
disappointing
added
Rosa
where we needed them to,"
into
was
come
it
of the best. Texa4 and USC are
to
amazing
season,
one
in
her
Ross herself earned key points
find
much
with
so
of the
energy
backstroke,
Invite
prove
two
great college
specialties the 100 and 200
comld
we
that
come
ourselves
football
the game is
so
programs
earning a third place finish in both to
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show
filled
team
tile
as
a
with
to
competradition.
together
The BCS finally
events. The 200 freestyle relay, comwe
what
comparable
worked
really
are
out, giving us a champiprised of Chambers, Maggie Edwards tition
is
onship game that assures the fans
'09, Molly Bittner '09, and Laura of," said Bailey. "Every swim and dive
I
that the winner deserves to be the
are...
a
a
Mcllugh '08, hit the wall first just 0.45 made a difference; think coming out of
we've
this meet
got a positive attitude
undisputed champion. Regardless of
seconds off the NCAA qualifying time.
the outcome, it's going to be a great
Edwards, Bittner, and Mcllugh also that will help us keep up the intensity
of
the
the
season."'
rest
through
50
in
game and a great way to bring in the
the
well
Wooster
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The
performance
provided
third,
New Year. GO LONGHORNS!!!
finished
they
as
freestyle sprint
end
to
a
the
the
first
note
good
half
of
respectively.
overall
ninth
eighth, and
By. Nick 'Mr. T doesn't brrak wind. He
Bittner and Edwards two of Wooster's season on as it has been an often rocky
destroys
it." Cross
Bless
thai- start. The Scots ability to Jeat out
top freshman stepxl up to the

Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
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Quote of the Week

all-ti-

think the most important thing about
integrity to realize what your priorities
I'm baseball player, not political
activist."

Carlos Delgado, on standing up for 'God
America' at Shea Stadium.
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Flashback falL2005: strong season for sports
Shabad Thadani

recovery of Schafer's season-endin- g
injury, the Scots will look to right the
ship next season, even after losing
notable players such as
center Steve Alpeter '06, and punter
Andrew Branch '06 to graduation.
Men's Soccer After losing a career
forward in Adam Milligan
'05, a second team
defender in Andrew DeBord '05, and a
three time
honoree in Brian
Goche '05, fans wondered if this year's
team could lead the Scots to that elusive NCAC Tournament Crown. Led
by
Brian Conaway '06,
David Treleven '06, Nate Little '06
and Andrew Etter '06, the team got off
to an impressive start, going
in
nonconference play. With ties against

ended with a loss to
Wittenberg, however this time
around, the Scots had home field
advantage. With revenge exacted, the
Scots traveled to Oberlin looking for
their first NCAA Div III tournament
bid, but fell short in their quest, losing
the decider
Tingley led the way
with postseason honors, earning first-tea- m
honand
ors for the second successive season.
Football: With the graduation of
12 starters, including the second-highe- st
tackier in school history and a
three-tim- e
first team
running back, the Scot gridders might
have been forgiven for a less than
feet season. But led by starting quarterback Justin Schafer '07, the Scots
seasons

Sports Editor
Cross Country: With the return of
Taylor Delhagen '06 and Colin
Turner '06, its two top finishers from

All-NC-

AC

last year's conference meet, Wooster's
men looked set to have another sucwith
However,
cessful
season.
a
knee
down
to
injury
Delhagen going
at the beginning of the season,
Turner was left to carry the torch on
his own, making an admirable effort
while being ably supported by a trio of
young freshmen in Bryan Loy, Paul
Thompson and Mark DeWine. The
story of the season, however, began
and ended with the women's star runner Katie Wieferich. Expectations
were high right from the outset as
Wieferich had placed 1 1th at last season's conference championships and
36th at regionals. What was to follow
was possibly one of the most remarkable seasons in harrier history.
Wieferich claimed top honors in four
of the first five races of the season,
highlighted by a win in the Div. Ill
"'
'''riiHt
io
champiportion of the
onships, where she placed ninth overall. As if that wasn't enough, she also
took the crown at the NCAC championships, only the second women's
cross country runner to do so. She followed that up with a third place finish
at regionals, giving her the honor of
representing Wooster at nationals.
Although an injury slowed her down
in the week preceding the championship, she still managed a very courageous 54th, making her senior season
volleyball and field hockey all
Fear the Scots: Cross-countr- y,
something to look forward to.
Field Hockey: With its forward line stood out at the NCAC level this year (Photo courtesy of OPI).
returning almost intact, the Scot
Stickers were aiming for nothing less jumped out to a 4--0 start, invoking
national powerhouse Calvin College
memories of last year's trouncing of and Babson College, the team looked
than a conference championship.
Although the graduation of Kelley the conference on the way to the set to derail Ohio Wesleyan's quest for
defendnational Sweet Sixteen. The dream
Hubbell '05, an
yet another NCAC soccer crown.
bubble burst just as quickly as it was
er, might have hurt most teams, the
However, with key losses to Oberlin,
formed, as Wooster went 4 to close an overtime setback to Denison and a
return of first team
'
the season, including a Homecoming
goalie Anne Leigh '06 looked promis2 loss to OWU, the Scots failed to
loss to Wabash, the eventual league qualify for the NCAC tournament for
ing. The Scots did lose midfield twins
Ashley and Angela Arnold ('05's), and champion, and a shutout at the hands
the first time in four years. Despite
the reshuffling of their personnel in of Wittenberg, the first time the Scots losing just 10 games .in their last four
the center of the park showed, as the failed to score in a 100 games. A few seasons, including just five in' conferteam got off to a sluggish start. On bright points to be noted at the end of ence play, the Scots never got a chance
October 4, the team lost a heartbreak-e- r the season included the emergence of to punch a ticket to the NCAA tournato OberliH bh penalty strokes, and freshman tailback Dustin Sheppard, ment, exiting via postseason losses to
this seemed to kickstart their offense.
who ran for a freshman-recor- d
250 Ohio Wesleyan (2002, 2003) and
Led by Lindsay Tingley '06, Katelin
win over Oberlin.
yards in the 20-1-9
Allegheny College (2004) Brian
Bugler '06, Anlyn Addis '07 and Katy He was subsequently named NCAC
Conaway became just the third player
Baron '07, Wooster's offensive juggerNewcomer of the Year. The Scots' in school history to rack up 100 points,
naut came to life, outscoring 26-- 7
backup quarterback, Bobby Reiff '07, and also became the second player in
while going 1 over their next nine broke the school record for passing
NCAC history to earn Player of the
games, on their march to the NCAC yards in a game with 423 markers
Year honors three times. Wooster socchampionship game. The team ended against Hiram. With the return of cer legend Ian Banda was the other.
the regular season tied for second and most of its starters from this season, With the graduation of seven letter
hosted arch nemesis Wittenberg in highlighted by two-tim- e
winners and four starters, one has to
the semi-finaThe past three post
left tackle Rick Drushal '07, and the wonder if the jinx will be broken next
96-po- int

3-- 0.
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Women's Saccen After coming
tantalizingly close to the postseason
last fall, the women's soccer team
looked to capitalize on the return of
offensive catalys ts Erin Lustic '07 and
Sarah Schostare.t '07. With the return
standout
of two-tiDanielle Witch ey '06, the midfield
was looking jus t as strong. The Scots
started off thei r season innocuously
enough, at one .point owning a record
A couple of weeks before
of
their male counterparts got jump-starte-d,
the wo men's team went on a
tear, going S: and outscoring their
opponents 24-- in the process. During
First-tea- m
C
this stretch,
honoree Lustio recorded 22 of her
season-hig- h
2M points. However, the
Scots faltered during their last three
and
games of the iieason going
falling short in, their bid to qualify for
the NCAC Tournament. However,
with both Lustic and Schostarez
returning next season, along with a
core of talent) id young players, Coach
David Brownt will look to take his
team over thj! hump and deep into
November. . ;
'
Volleyball: Outside hitter Tiffany
Rice '06 returned for her senior season with one thing on her mind: a
conference crown. With the spectacular tandem pi ay of Rice and Carolyn
Ciriegio '08 , the Scot spikers got off
to their best 'ever start, going 16-- 3
through Sept ember 28, with the losses coming to Jerennial NCAA tournament regular Urbana College (2) and
OAC powerhouse Ohio Northern.
The Scots even defeated Hiram
College durii g this stretch, and continued their good form all the way to
the end of the season, losing close
conference tilts to Wittenberg and
Hiram. The Scots qualified in fourth
place for the NCAC tournament, losing in stra ight games to Hiram.
Notable achi evements from the season
include tournament wins in the

USC:

Unprecedented
Successive

Championship

I wish they were named UTC, it
would have made my title so much
easier. Anyway, welcome to the.
rebuttal. Or to the argument,
depending on
which page you
turned to first.
Considering my
picture is in color
(page 8 baby!!),
and I make Nick
shabadthadani
Cross look like a
homeless bum, let me rephrase that:
welcome to the argument.
Discussing the Rose Bowl is probably the only time you could say
that Texas hates Bush, and you
wouldn't be called a liar. The USC
tailback has danced around defenses
for 12 straight games now, and
there seems to be no reason why he
can't make that 13 in a row. Plus, in
a few days, he'll be sitting in some
pimp lounge in NYC sipping on
some Dom Perignon while having
some peon polish his Heisman.
Look, as good as Texas is, as ridiculously good as Vince Young is (he is
pretty awesome, I'll give you that,
Cross), Texas simply isn't the team
that USC is. They don't have the
offensive or defensive linesmen that
are being touted to be NFL
while they're still in college.
They don't have the mastermind of
Pete Carroll, a coach who has been
through two national championships
and knows the mental toughness it
takes. And plus, they're playing the
bowl game in Pasadena, CA. That's
like the two sports columnists in the
Voice playing the Curry Bowl in
India. One-w- ay
traffic baby.
back
a
Turn
page. You'll probably
read
some gibberish about how N.
CapitalHampton
p
Crossizzle
thinks the Longhorns are
Invitational, a runner-uspot in the
win
because of their spegoing to
Kilt Classic and another title in the
cial teams and how they block punts
Westminste r Invitational. Individual
and kicks and all that. News flash:
highs includ e Rice's 541 kills this. seathe Trojans have punted the ball 31
son, including a career-hig- h
32 in the
times all season, fewest in Div.
Setter
game.agains t Baldwin-Wallac- e.
Also, much like the 12-- 0 Colts, the
Heather W riff '08 also added to her
Trojans are amassing 570 yards of
tally of ass ists, racking up 1,501 this
total offense per game. Broken
season. For' her career, she already
down, that's 580 yards for Reggie
holds the school record with 2,669.
Bush, and -- 10 yards that they lose - Even with 1:he graduation of Rice and
from the odd penalty flag. The team
libera Mary Kate Fowkes '06, the
return of Ciriegio, Wolff, Sarah has won 34 games in a row over
three seasons. In layman's terms,
Marschall '07 and Erin Schaffner '07
that's like getting a base hit in 56
looks promising for the Scots as they
straight games (see: Joe DiMaggio), ,
look to reeat this year's spectacular
winning seven of 1 1 majors (see:
performance next fall.
They
Tiger Woods 2000-2002-).
know how to win, and they know
how to do it well. Everything that
Mack Brown is going to toss at his
SoCal counterparts is going to be
brushed aside with an air of arro- gance, as the Trojan express rolls
on to a third title in a row.
ballet-danciUSC's super-coQB, Matt Leinart, didn't come back
for his senior season to fall short
now. He didn't pass up a multiyear,
multimillion dollar contract to be
the runner-u- p in the biggest college
football game in recent memory. I
have no doubt in my mind that
Vince Young and the Texas
Longhorns could be national champions someday; maybe even next
.1
year, when Leinart and Peyton
Manning are lighting each other's
defenses up in the Super Bowl.
Young is just that, he's young. He's
a red shirt junior. He has another
year to lift the title and spit shine
his ring. For now though, it's USC's
time to ink its name into the annals
Meredith Wilson '09 puts on hard defense against an
of college football history. My preopposing foe as the Scots look to build off of the momendiction: a
game, good
tum gained in the Earlham win (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
news for ABC and the BCS. (Hah!
That combines to make ABCS).
shown in the three wins we've gotten
Copeland of the new members. The
Congress has apparently termed
since that first weekend," says Rubin.
team has four games and an the BCS as "flawed" and is "looking
Also of note has been the role of first NCACOAC challenge tournament into it." In 2023, when a piano hits
over the course of the winter break. them in the face and they realize
year players in the team.
"These first years are a great and Next up though, a conference game Rafael Palmeiro lied to them, they'll
talented group of girls," says versus Otrlin.
change the ranking system. For two
years, people all over the country
T
(see: Auburn and Oregon) have been
6
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
griping about the ranking system.
This year, it's perfect. The two best
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of secual assault For
teams in the country squaring off in
assistance contact:
the Rose Bowl. Winner takes all.
Sure, the BCS sucks, but until some
Ext. 2319
Longbrake
Nancy Anderson
one does anything about it, sit back
Luce 325
Ext.2357
Mary Bader
with a cold beer or seventeen, possiLuce 311
PamFrese
Ext 2256
bly some wings, and enjoy the show.
Wishart 118
Ext 2543
Shirley Huston-Findle- y
Jan.
4, ladies and gentlemen. Mark
The Lilly House
Ext 2301
Dianna Rhyan
calendars. Two heavyweights.
your
Carroll Meyer
Westminster Chu rch
Ext 2208
One winner. The University of
Southern California. 'Nuff said.
Students may also contact the College counselo rs at Ext 2319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext. 2602. To report an a tault contact the Wooster
By Shabad "I'm going to roundhouse
3, or Security at Ext
City Police at 911 (emergencies) or
kick you and crush your skull"
2590.
Thadani.
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Lady Scots on course for four game win streak
Johann Weber

4)

Voice Staff Writer
The women's basketball team started their conference season off with an
amazing victory margin of 1 1 against
Earlham
College,
beating
the
Quakers 70-5-9 last Saturday to bring
their
record to 2 and their
NCAC record to
"Playing away is always tough,
especially if we stay overnight. We
came out slow at first, and seemed to
play their game. However, after the
half, our starting five came out,
played our game, and put it in the
books, and the team did not look
back," says Jennifer Copeland '08.
After a tight first period, where the
Scots struggled to maintain a strong
lead due to Earlham constantly
returning strong scoring runs, the
women launched into a 13-- 0 scoring
run. "I feel that the first five minutes
of the second half truly showed how
we can play and put together our
offense and defense. The starting five
really stepped it up and executed each
possession," says Copeland. Led by a
seven point personal run by Carly
Loehrke 07", the women held the
game and "are very happy about our
first conference win," says Copeland.
They spent this week preparing for a
in-sea- son

3--

1- -0.

game against Ursuline College (2-on Wednesday, the results of which
were not available at press time, and a
in
game against Wittenberg (3-- 3,
conference play) on Saturday at 2
1-

P.M.

"''

-0
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ng
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"Witt's a better team than
Ursuline, but we'll be ready for them.
I refuse to lose to them again and I
think the rest of the team feels the
same," says Allison Rubin '08.
"Like I said, we are focusing right
now on Ursulinp, but each player
brings 110
to practice each day,
wanting to get better as an individual
and as a team. With that attitude, the
team betters itself for each game,
everyday. Both games will be good,"
that
Copeland,
says
noting
Wittenberg is a major rival for the
women. The team looks forward to
getting a chance tojeompete with
some of their major conference competitors, hoping to see success and
NCAC glory.
"We think we'll do well in the conference and are especially excited for
Wittenberg this Saturday," says
Rubin. Their win against Earlham
marks their third victory since their
losses at the Nan Nichols classic. "We
were pretty disappointed after the
Nan tournament, but we've been
working hard in practice and it's
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